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Building on its HIV/AIDS expertise, the

Philadelphia Health Management Corporation

(PHMC) recently implemented two programs in

Philadelphia and Chester counties that will reach

more people affected by the disease.

“HIV/AIDS continues to disproportionately impact

the most vulnerable communities in the region,”

said Jacqueline Link, PHMC’s Vice President for

Clinical Services and Quality Management. “That

is why we are pleased to be able to provide more

high-quality care to people struggling with this

disease.”

This summer, PHMC began operating the PHMC

Care Clinic, formerly the Care Clinic at St. Joseph’s

Hospital, which has been providing health services

to people with HIV/AIDS in North Philadelphia since

its inception in 1992. To ensure continuity of care

for clients, the PHMC Care Clinic, formerly part of

North Philadelphia Health System, will remain at its

current location at St. Joseph’s Hospital. With

funding from the Philadelphia AIDS Activities

Coordinating Office and the Philadelphia AIDS

Consortium, the Care Clinic provides medical

treatment and social services to approximately 300

individuals each year.

“This partnership is extremely important because

it lets the Care Clinic remain open and continue

to provide HIV/AIDS care to the North

Philadelphia community, where the incidence of

HIV is disproportionately high” said Program

Director Anne Kelly, M.S.W., M.Ed.

In addition to reaching vulnerable adults in North

Philadelphia, PHMC will collaborate with its

affiliate, La Comunidad Hispana (LCH), to provide

state-of-the art HIV Rapid Testing to at risk adults

in Chester County. This summer, LCH received a

grant from The Philadelphia AIDS Consortium for

the program, which will make these new HIV tests

available to 100 people at Project Salud, LCH’s

nurse managed health center that has served

vulnerable Chester County residents since 1985.

Project Salud primarily serves low-income families

and individuals living in Kennett Square,

Toughkenamon, Avondale, Landenberg, and West

Grove—all areas defined by the U.S. government as

“exceptionally medically underserved.” Project

Salud sees everyone who walks in the door,

regardless of ability to pay.

“HIV Rapid Testing offers the unique opportunity

for Latinos to get tested, educated, and counseled

in one single session - avoiding the multiple

visits that have historically acted as a barrier

to HIV testing,” said Isidoro Gonzalez, Jr.,

Executive Director of LCH. “La Comunidad’s

In July 2005, PHMC started managing the newly named
PHMC Care Clinic, formerly the Care Clinic at St. Joseph’s
Hospital. Pictured above is new PHMC employee Nakima
Akil.

continued on page 3
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Richard J. Cohen, Ph.D., FACHE is President and CEO of the Philadelphia Health Management Corporation.
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A Message from Richard J. Cohen, Ph.D., FACHE

At PHMC, we recognize that individuals have dramatically different needs at

different ages and stages of life. That is why we are proud that our programs

help newborns, small children, school-aged children, adolescents and

teenagers, young parents, adults, and senior citizens.

In this issue, we celebrate PHMC’s wide range of new projects that support

people of all ages in Southeastern Pennsylvania. For example, Stop it Now!

Philadelphia (see page 3), a program new to PHMC through its affiliation with

the Joseph J. Peters Institute (JJPI), takes an innovative approach to reducing the prevalence of

child sexual abuse in the region. Two new programs, Students Run Philly Style (see page 5) and

the E3 Center in West Philadelphia (see page 4), address the needs of adolescents. Other new

programs, including a men’s support group (see page 8), and PHMC’s new HIV/AIDS work (see

cover story), address the needs of adults. Finally, an exciting new, Federally-funded research

study seeks to promote physical activity among senior citizens (see page 12). In this issue, we

also provide information from PHMC’s Community Health Data Base Project on alcohol use

throughout Southeastern Pennsylvania (see pages 6-7).

In other news, I’m happy to welcome Vanessa Briggs, M.B.A., as the Health Promotion Council’s

new Executive Director (see page 10). Vanessa has been an invaluable asset to HPC in her roles as

director of HPC’s nutrition programs and, most recently, as Deputy Executive Director. She

brings a wealth of knowledge and a passion for leading HPC as it continues its important work.

I’m also pleased to announce an exciting change to DIRECTIONS. After more than thirty years

working in the nonprofit sector, we hope to share some of what we’ve learned with our readers.

Starting in this issue, we will feature tips for nonprofit managers from PHMC’s TArgeted

Solutions Program (see page 11), which provides management, information systems, human

resources, fiscal, research and communications support to nonprofits across the region. We are

proud that PHMC’s technical assistance service flows directly from our years of  experience

serving our region. Our “TArgeted Solutions” are real life, on-the-ground responses to the

complex issues that confront non-profit organizations.

We’d like to hear from you about how we’re doing, so we’ve included a short, anonymous

questionnaire in this issue that we hope you will take a few minutes to fill out. If you’d rather fill

this out via the Internet, you can go to www.phmc.org/survey to let us know your thoughts

about things here at PHMC.

Thank you for all that you do to support PHMC.

Best Wishes,

THANK YOU!

PHMC would like to thank its
employees who have

reached out to Hurricane
Katrina evacuees living

throughout Philadelphia
and at the

Wanamaker School.
Staff from PHMC’s

Specialized Health Services
component have

worked with Project HOME
and several other groups to

help evacuees
with things like
navigating the

housing process,
notarizing lost documents,
accessing financial records,

finding health care,
and working with

government agencies
and other nonprofit

organizations
to meet the diverse needs

of displaced residents.
PHMC staff also

located Vietnamese, Chinese
and Spanish-speaking
translators to work

with evacuees.
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PHMC’s 2005
United Way Campaign

Hurricane Katrina
underscored the urgent need

to support efforts that lift
people out of poverty

across the U.S.
We are proud that PHMC

employees led a campaign to
donate more than $4,000 to

impact agencies in
the Gulf Coast.

We recognize that
in Southeastern Pennsylvania,

the United Way campaign
is a critical way to fight

poverty in
our own backyard.

This October,
PHMC will begin its

2005 Employee Campaign,
designed to support

the United Way and other
service providers in

Southeastern Pennsylvania.

For information on how to
contribute to PHMC

 programs or affiliates,
contact Jessica Riccio-Boyer,

PHMC’s United Way
Campaign Chair,
at 215.985.2518

or jessica@phmc.org.

In ninety percent of child sexual abuse cases,

  the child knows and trusts the person who

commits the abuse. This devastating statistic

helped shape Stop it Now! Philadelphia, an

innovative health education program that is part

of the Joseph J. Peters Institute, a PHMC affiliate

that has provided sexual abuse treatment and

prevention services in the Philadelphia region

for over fifty years.

“Stop it Now! Philadelphia is different from

prevention efforts that teach children how to

protect themselves from sexual abuse,” said

Michael J. Stinson, M.S.P.H., program director.

“While we believe those efforts should continue, we also believe that adults, not children, should be

held responsible for stopping the cycle of child sexual abuse.”

Stop it Now! Philadelphia uses a three-pronged approach to empower adults to recognize signs of

child sexual abuse and take action. First, it places educational advertisements in English and Spanish

on radio and television, in subways and buses, and on billboards throughout the region, and makes

a confidential telephone helpline (1-888-PREVENT) available to any adult who suspects abuse.

Second, it provides training to caregivers and social service providers on how to recognize abuse

warning signs and risk factors in victims and perpetrators. And in 2004, it began to facilitate the

North Philadelphia Community Council for Family Violence Prevention, a unique grassroots

community campaign that brings together community residents and organizations to find innovative

ways to address sexual abuse.

The program, which began in September 2000, is funded by grants from the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services, the Philadelphia Department of Human Services, the Children’s Trust

Fund of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the Ms. Foundation and local sources such as the

William Penn Foundation. Stop it Now! Philadelphia is a site program of a national nonprofit

organization, Stop it Now!, which has been influential in changing child sexual abuse prevention

methods across the country. For more information or to schedule a training workshop, contact

Michael Stinson, program director, at 215.701.1560 or mstinson@jjp.org.

PHMC Offers More HIV/AIDS Services to Adults (continued from page 1)

extensive experience providing quality, bilingual, and culturally responsive health care services will

enable it to address both the health access and cultural factors contributing to the high rate of HIV/

AIDS incidence among Latinos in Chester County.

For more information about the Care Clinic, please contact Jacqueline Link, RN, Vice President for

Clinical Services and Quality Management at 215.985.2580 or jacqui@phmc.org. For more

information on La Comunidad Hispana and Project Salud, call Isidoro Gonzalez at 610.444.4545 or

visit www.lacomunidadhispana.org.

Pictured above: Michael Stinson, Program Director of Stop it
Now! Philadelphia, gives a class on how to recognize the
warning signs of child sexual abuse.
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   YOU’RE INVITED

PHMC’s
New Pathways Project,

which provides
counseling to residents of
North Philadelphia with

substance abuse problems,
is having an Open House on

Thursday, November 3
from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
For more information,

contact Eugenia Argires
at 215.985.2526 or
eugenia@phmc.org

When Joe P.* first arrived at the E3 Power

 Center, he had just graduated from a

drug addiction treatment facility for youth in

the court system. Although he had completed

his GED and was accepted to a local college, he

wasn’t sure he could handle it, and he

considered not attending at all. At the E3

Power Center, he met with staff who helped

him with college prep training and gave him

some valuable life advice. This gave him the

confidence he needed, and Joe just started his

freshman year at Indiana University of

Pennsylvania.

The new E3 Power Center at Parkside is just the place for youth like Joe to get the help they need to

plan for their future. Staff from The Bridge, a PHMC affiliate that provides substance abuse treatment

to adolescent males, are operating the new youth center. The E3 Power Center, which stands for

Employment, Education, and Empowerment, provides hands-on and engaging educational, vocational,

and life skills services to out-of-school youth and youth returning from the Juvenile Justice system.

“Adolescents who’ve dropped out of school or been in the Juvenile Justice system are particularly

vulnerable to problems like substance abuse, violence, unemployment, and poor academic

performance,” said David Johnson, program director. “That’s why we want to help some of these high-

risk youth develop the skills, support, and self esteem necessary to reengage with their education, reduce

their chances of returning to the criminal justice system, and work towards their goals of self-

sufficiency.”

Johnson and the ten staff at the E3 center hope to accomplish that by providing recreational activities,

interactive educational programming, mentoring, and intensive case management.

Since opening its doors in July of this year, the E3 Power Center at Parkside has worked with 30 youth

ages 14-21. The center expects to serve up to 300 youth each year.

The E3 Power Center at Parkside is one of three E3 centers across

Philadelphia funded through the Philadelphia Youth Network (PYN). PYN is a

non-profit intermediary organization dedicated to youth workforce

development and designed to align programs, systems and resources that

promote academic achievement, career success and productive citizenship

for all 14 to 21 year-olds who live in Philadelphia.

For more information about the E3 Power Center at Parkside, please

contact David Johnson, Program Director, at 215-473-2000 or

djohnson@phmc.org.

*Name changed to protect client’s privacy.

Pictured above: new PHMC staff from the E3 Power Youth
Center in West Philadelphia.

Pictured above: Desiree
Joyce takes part in a
workshop at the E3 Power
C e n t e r .
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Thanks to Students Run Philly Style (SRPS), a

new program coordinated by the National

Nursing Centers Consortium, a PHMC affiliate,

several teenagers from North and West

Philadelphia will participate in this year’s

Philadelphia Marathon.

Modeled after the Student Run L.A. program

that helped 2,500 students run the 2005 Los

Angeles Marathon, Students Run Philly Style

matches 12 to 18-year olds with adult running

enthusiasts, who help them train for local races

throughout the season leading up to the

marathon.  The running groups have met three to four times per week and ran in local races this

spring and summer.

In addition to increasing the amount of time they spend exercising, SRPS students are developing

positive mentoring relationships with their running leaders and setting high goals for themselves.

“The students I run with are beginning to grasp the idea that since they’ve been able to complete a

10-or a 13-mile race, they can work through any issue they may be facing—whether it’s homework or

something else,” said running coach Elton Johnson, who runs with a group of students from the

Lamberton Beacon School. “They tell themselves they can do it because of their running

experiences.”

SRPS will track the students’ physical health, self esteem, goal-setting behaviors, school attendance

and graduation rates before and after the program.

“It is amazing to watch the kids in our program cross the finish line with everyone cheering for

them. You can almost feel their self esteem go up,” said Heather McDanel, SRPS program director.

“Many of these kids have never been involved in a program like this, and our program may be their

only opportunity to work with a mentor and feel proud of their accomplishments.”

Students Run Philly Style is primarily funded by the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation and the Independence Foundation, with support

from many other local and national funders, including the William Penn

Foundation, the Connelly Foundation, The Philadelphia Foundation,

PHMC, the United Way of Southeastern Pennsylvania, the Edna G. Kynett

Foundation, the Campbell-Oxholm Foundation, the Samuel S. Fels Fund,

the Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation, the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services, Keystone Mercy Health Plan, the Beck Institute for

Cognitive Therapy and Research, and anonymous donors.

For more information on Students Run Philly Style, contact Heather

McDanel, Program Director at 267-765 2387 or mcdanel@nncc.us.

An SRPS team celebrates the successful completion of this
summer’s Media Five Miler.

SRPS coach Frankie Cruz
supports a group of
students in a recent race.

CONGRATULATIONS!

This Spring, the
National Nursing Centers

Consortium (NNCC),
a PHMC affiliate,
was one of only

fifteen groups across the
country to receive the

Environmental Protection
Agency’s 2005

Children’s Environmental
Health Excellence Award
for its Lead Safe Babies

program.
Lead Safe Babies

teaches parents how to
reduce risk of childhood

lead poisoning in their homes.
The program,

which started in Philadelphia,
has been replicated in

Baltimore,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, and

Washington, DC.
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HEAVY DRINKING: AN OVERVIEW OF ADULTS IN SEPAHEAVY DRINKING: AN OVERVIEW OF ADULTS IN SEPAHEAVY DRINKING: AN OVERVIEW OF ADULTS IN SEPAHEAVY DRINKING: AN OVERVIEW OF ADULTS IN SEPAHEAVY DRINKING: AN OVERVIEW OF ADULTS IN SEPA

RECEIVE THE LATEST
CHDB ANALYSES!

To Receive the

Community Health

Data Base Project’s

free
monthly newsletter,

contact

 Johanna Trowbridge
at johannat@phmc.org

While debates still linger about the risks and benefits associated with drinking alcohol, it has been

generally agreed upon that drinking alcohol in moderation—such as one alcoholic drink per day—

poses little overall health risk for most healthy adults.

For some, however, the occasional

drink becomes more excessive,

leading to what has been termed

“heavy drinking,” which may serve as a

precursor to more serious alcohol

problems. Heavy drinking or alcohol

abuse can affect a person’s physical

and mental health, relationships, and

ability to work. Due to alcohol’s reach

into the many facets of society, the

public health and medical

communities have taken on the task of

addressing alcohol use and misuse

through surveillance, screening, and

interventions.

In recognition of National Alcohol and

Drug Addiction Recovery Month, the following article explores the characteristics of heavy drinking

among adults ages 18 and older in Southeastern Pennsylvania (SEPA), using data from PHMC’s most

recent 2004 Household Health Survey. Relying on the standard established by the Substance Abuse

and  Mental Health Services Administration’s National Survey on Drug Use and Health, this analysis

defines heavy drinking as consuming five or more alcoholic drinks on the same occasion for five or

more days in the past month.

Alcohol Use and Heavy Drinking: Demographic Characteristics

In Southeastern Pennsylvania, over two-fifths of adults (45.3%) report that they did not consume

more  than one alcoholic drink in the past month. This group is largely composed of women (60.6%).

However, more than one-in-twenty adults in the region (5.7%) are considered heavy drinkers, a

percentage that has increased from 2000 (4.4%).  Heavy drinkers are younger than more moderate

drinkers, with a median age of 33 years compared to 46 years, respectively.

Heavy drinking is subject to underreporting among adults of all age groups, especially among young

adults. Nearly one-in-ten heavy drinkers (9.1%) are between the ages of 18 and 20. Heavy drinking

peaks  among adults between the ages of 21 and 29 (34.5%), but then declines with increasing age

(Figure 1).

Nearly three-quarters of heavy drinkers (73.0%) are men, representing 122,163 adult men in the

region.  Three-quarters of heavy drinkers (75.5%) are white, 17.6% are African-American, 3.9% are

Latino,and  2.6% are Asian. Among heavy drinkers, nearly three-quarters (72.8%) are employed, either

full- or part-time.

A C C E S S  N OT E S



Heavy Drinking: Behavioral Characteristics

As noted above, heavy drinkers are younger than more

moderate drinkers, which may affect certain health

behaviors, such as cigarette smoking patterns. However,

even when controlling for age, heavy drinkers remain more

likely—and in some cases twice as likely—than more

moderate drinkers to participate in high-risk behaviors.

Nearly two-fifths of heavy drinkers (38.8%) smoke cigarettes

every day, compared to 15.4% of more moderate drinkers;

additionally, 13.6% of heavy drinkers smoke cigarettes some

days, compared to 5.2% of more moderate drinkers (Figure

2). Among 18- to 20-year olds, 43.2% of heavy drinkers smoke

cigarettes every day, compared to 13.3% of more moderate

drinkers.

Four times as many heavy drinkers (12.2%) use tobacco

products other than cigarettes, such as cigars, pipes, or

chewing tobacco, compared to 3.1% of more moderate

drinkers. Among 21- to 29-year olds, one in ten heavy

drinkers (11.1%) use other tobacco products, compared to

3.6% of more moderate drinkers.

Heavy drinkers (30.1%) are more likely to rate their stress

 levels as high over the past year than more moderate

drinkers (22.8%). Among 40- to 49-year olds, 35.6% of heavy

drinkers experienced high levels of stress in the past year,

compared to 28.7% of more moderate drinkers.

Heavy drinkers (12.3%) are almost four times as likely to

report being subjected to an act of physical violence in the

past year as more moderate drinkers (3.4%). Among 21- to 29-

year olds, 17.6% of heavy drinkers were subjected to violence

in the past year, compared to 8.5% of more moderate drinkers.

For further information on this article, please contact Nicole

Dreisbach, Research Assistant, at 215.731.2168 or

nicoled@phmc.org.
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This report found that:

√ √ √ √ √ 19% of Asian adults in Southeastern Pennsylvania--approximately
   23,400 people--were uninsured at some point in the past year; and

√ √ √ √ √ One out of five Asian men smoke cigarettes every day or some days,
c compared to only one out of twenty Asian women.

Uninsured Adults inUninsured Adults inUninsured Adults inUninsured Adults inUninsured Adults in
Southeastern Pennsylvania, 2005Southeastern Pennsylvania, 2005Southeastern Pennsylvania, 2005Southeastern Pennsylvania, 2005Southeastern Pennsylvania, 2005

This report found that:

√√√√√ The majority of uninsured adults in Southeastern Pennsylvania are
   employed; and

√ √ √ √ √ 12.7% of adults who earned more than $60,000 in 2004 were
   uninsured, compared to 6.9% of high wage earners without
   insurance in 2000.
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YOU’RE INVITED!

Men from programs
across PHMC

are invited to attend
Men of Power and Purpose.

For more information,
contact

Robert S. McIntyre,
Senior Case Coordinator

of PHMC’s
Maximizing Participation

Program
at 215.985.2535 or
bobm@phmc.org

88888

According to a longstanding

 stereotype, men don’t like to talk

about their feelings or problems.

However, PHMC employees Robert

McIntyre, Lorenzo Woodson and Ira

Young feel  that stereotype exists

because opportunities to have those

discussions simply aren’t available.

Recognizing the paucity of services

geared towards helping men express

themselves, McIntyre and Woodson,

both of PHMC’s Maximizing

Participation Program (MPP), and

Young, of PHMC’s New Pathways Project, created Men of Power and Purpose, a men’s group that has

been meeting weekly for the past two years. McIntyre, Woodson and Young also facilitate the group.

Men of Power and Purpose provides an outlet for men involved in PHMC programs to discuss issues that

directly impact their lives, such as expunging criminal records to help with employment opportunities

or helping each other with college applications. The group also provides the men with a forum to

discuss more personal issues, such as relationships.

“We noticed that men were not being engaged in social service programs.  We wanted to create an

opportunity to get them engaged in the process,” McIntyre said.

Every Friday morning, the group meets at PHMC’s New Pathways office. The basic structure of the

meeting is decided by men who attend.  In general, the men talk about their week and Woodson

presents information on relevant topics.  One main objective of the group is to encourage the men to

take part in planning group activities.

“The goal is to get the men involved in something that will inspire them to take control of their lives

and do something about the predicament they are in,” according to Young.

This past May, the Men of Power and Purpose sponsored a retreat, which featured speakers on topics

such as motivation, ways to get engaged in the political process, and relationships.

Young believes the group meetings have had a positive impact on men who attend.

“Many of the participants have become motivated and gainfully employed.  Participants have also

become more involved and reunited with their families, and some have decided to continue their

education,” he said.

For many of the group members, the meetings have provided support and information that they were

unable to find elsewhere.   “I was homeless and I just got out of prison.  The men’s group helped me get

back into the workforce and helped me get housing.  The men here are like my second fathers, uncles

and brothers,” said group member Desmond Thomas.

Pictured above: Men from PHMC programs listen to a speaker at the first
annual men’s retreat, held this May.
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INTERESTED IN
JOINING THE

PHILADELPHIA
FATHERHOOD

PRACTITIONER’S
NETWORK?

Contact Jeanne Ciocca,
Executive Director of

Resources for
Children’s Health,

at 215.985.2541 or
jeanne@phmc.org
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SINGLE FATHERS
HONORED

In June 2005, Focus on Fathers

held its second annual Fathers’

Day Awards Dinner, which

honored twelve single fathers

who have overcome great

obstacles to build a better life.

This year’s event, which drew

over 100 people, was covered

by WPVI-TV (ABC) and The

Philadelphia Tribune.

Pictured above: Celso Garcia, third from left, receives an
award from the Focus on Fathers program of Resources
for Children’s Health. Also pictured (left to right): Focus
on Fathers staff Joseph Woodlock, Carlos Cartagena,
and Everett Hurtt.

The Philadelphia Fatherhood Practitioners Network (PFPN), a coalition convened by PHMC affiliate

Resources for Children’s Health, held its first fatherhood policy breakfast this June. The breakfast,

attended by more than 100 representatives from social service agencies, departments of city

government, schools and universities, neighborhood councils, health centers, criminal justice

organizations, and churches, educated local policymakers on the need for policies that promote

responsible fatherhood.

“Research shows that fathers who don’t have custody of their children face many barriers when trying

to do what is best for their kids,” says Jeanne Ciocca, Executive Director of Resources for Children’s

Health. “The Philadelphia Fatherhood Practitioners Network is a resource for local policymakers to

discuss better ways to help non-custodial fathers be there for their children.”

The policy breakfast featured a presentation by David Pate, Ph.D., Executive Director of the Center for

Family Policy and Practice, a nationally-focused public policy organization based in Wisconsin. Dr. Pate

suggested four ways policymakers could help low-income non-custodial parents.  First, Dr. Pate

recommended that state policymakers increase the maximum amount of actual child support families

on TANF can receive from a non-custodial parent. Second, Dr. Pate said that state policymakers should

expand the earned income tax credit to non-custodial parents. Third, he recommends that the states

provide child support incentive payments to ensure low-income children receiving child support meet a

minimum standard of living. Finally, Dr. Pate recommended that officials in the Philadelphia Court

system standardize how parents are notified when parental rights are in the process of being

terminated. As a result of this recommendation, the Pennsylvania Child Support Enforcement System

(PACSES), previously only located in Child Support Court, has also been implemented in Family Court.

Representatives from the offices of U.S. Representative Chaka Fattah, State Senator Shirley Kitchen and

Commonwealth of PA Representatives Dwight Evans, James R. Roebuck, Jr., and C. Curtis Thomas

attended the breakfast.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Staff News

PHMC welcomes David Johnson

as Program Director of the E3

Power Center at Parkside, a

youth center operated by the

Bridge. Before coming to the

E3 center, David was Program

Supervisor for a transitional

housing program at Community

Action Agency in Delaware

County.

Lynne Kotranski, Ph.D., Vice

President of Research and

Evaluation at PHMC, was

elected to the Governing

Council of the American Public

Health Association’s Community

Health Planning and Policy

Development section. She will

serve from 2005 to 2007 in this

role.

New Programs and Grants

The National Institutes of

Health recently awarded PHMC

a five-year grant for “Addressing

Young Men’s Substance Use and

HIV Risk.” Through the project,

PHMC staff will develop,

implement, and evaluate a

community-level HIV prevention

intervention for   African Ameri-

can and white men who have

sex with men, focusing on men

between the ages of 15 and 29.

The intervention, in collabora-

tion with the Mazzoni Center,

will focus on the link between

the use of alcohol and drugs

and HIV risk behaviors.

Publications

Overweight in Southeastern

Pennsylvania Children: 2002

Household Health Survey Data,

published in the September/ Oc-

tober issue of Public Health Reports,

features data from PHMC’s

Southeastern Pennsylvania

Household Health Survey.

Awards

Richard J. Cohen, Ph.D., FACHE,

President and CEO of PHMC,

was awarded the 2005 Harold

CONGRATULATIONS

Tine Hansen-Turton, M.G.A.,
Executive Director of the

National Nursing
Centers Consortium

(NNCC), has been named
Vice President for
Healthcare Access

and Policy at PHMC.
In her new role,

Tine willl continue
to serve as

the Executive Director of
NNCC and will provide

management and program
development support

for PHMC’s
affiliate operations

at the Health Promotion
Council.

In addition, Tine
will coordinate

PHMC and Affiliate
public policy development

and implementation,
working with

PHMC senior staff,
affiliate senior staff

and leaders
in the community.

NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AT HPC
PHMC welcomes Vanessa
Briggs, M.B.A., R.D., L.D.N., as
the new  Executive Director of
the Health Promotion Council.

Vanessa has more than 15
years experience in the health
field, most recently serving as
Deputy Executive Director of
HPC. She has an M.B.A. in
Health Administration from
Eastern University and is a registered dietician and licensed
nutritionist dietician with an undergraduate degree in Nutrition from
Rowan University.

You can reach Vanessa at 215.731.6108 or vanessa@phmc.org.

C. Piepenbrink Award from the As-

sociation for Behavioral

Healthcare Management for his

contributions to the behavioral

health care management field and

to ABHM.

In June 2005, Terrant Morrison, a

mental health worker at the

Bridge, PHMC’s residential sub-

stance abuse treatment center for

adolescent males, won the Phila-

delphia Alliance Direct Service

Professionals’ Initiative Award.

The award was presented to

Terrant at a citywide conference

attended by over 500 direct

service professionals.

Angie Alomar-Gilbert, program

director at Interim House West,

PHMC’s residential substance

abuse treatment center for

women with children, was the

recipient of the 2005 Mayor of

Philadelphia’s Making a Difference

Award.

Events

In June, 17 students celebrated

their graduation from the Bridge.

This year’s ceremony was attended

by more than 150 parents, family

and friends.

Presentations

The following PHMC staff will

present at the 2005 American

Public Health Association Confer-

ence:  Elaine Fox, MA, Deborah

McMillan, MSW, and Abdul Beraima,

PhD.: Issues Related to the Design,

Implementation, and Effectiveness of

Health Services for Homeless Populations;

Francine Axler, MPH, Diana

Levengood, BA, Lynne Kotranski,

PhD, Abdul Beraima, PhD, and Gary

D. Klein, PhD: Social Capital and Older

Adults: An Examination of the Social

Environment and Health Status; Diana

Levengood, BA, Francine Axler, MPH,

Kristin Minot, MS, and Lynne

Kotranski, PhD.: Smoking Cessation:

Methods and Motivations for Quitting;

Michael D. Moore, MSW, Jennifer L.

Lauby, PhD, et. al: Developmental

Disabilities and Delays in Infants and

Toddlers: Measuring Change in Develop-

mental Delays Based on Developmental

Indicators for Children Receiving Early

Intervention Services; Diane R.

Renzulli, MSPH, Leslie Hurtig, MPA,

Sara Black, MSSW, MPA, and

Maryellen Oliver, MSEd.: Implement-

ing a Professional Development Training

Series: Lessons Learned; Jessica Riccio-

Boyer, BA and John Loeb, MSS:

Designing and Implementing a Compre-

hensive Internship Program; and Suet

Lim, Ph.D. (Phil. DPH), Kathleen H.

Coughey, PhD, Nicole Dreisbach, BA,

and Brenda Shelton-Dunston, MPH

(Phil. DPH): Using Process Evaluation to

Inform Policy: The Philadelphia STEPS

Experience.

Vanessa Briggs, HPC’s new Executive
Director
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Welcome to Management Take Out, a column designed to keep you

updated on PHMC’s collaborations with other nonprofits and provide useful

non-profit management tidbits. Through more than thirty years of assistance to

health and social service organizations in the Delaware Valley, PHMC has gained

valuable service and management experiences applicable to other non-profit

organizations. PHMC’s TArgeted Solutions team works closely with client agencies

and stakeholders to identify key challenges, develop practical solutions, and

outline actions steps.

In each issue of DIRECTIONS, I will offer a sampling of our technical assistance

experience, capabilities, and tools. Feel free to contact me at 215.985.2512 or

amyf@phmc.org with your thoughts and comments about future columns.

Amy Friedlander, Assistant Vice President for Management Services and Special Initiatives

at PHMC, heads up TArgeted Soultions. She holds an M.B.A. from New York University

and has taught nonprofit management at the University of Delaware.

SAMPLE DISH: FISCAL OPERATIONSSAMPLE DISH: FISCAL OPERATIONSSAMPLE DISH: FISCAL OPERATIONSSAMPLE DISH: FISCAL OPERATIONSSAMPLE DISH: FISCAL OPERATIONS

Lutheran Settlement House (LSH) is a non-profit agency that

empowers individuals, families and communities to achieve

and maintain self-sufficiency through an integrated program

of social, educational and advocacy services. LSH recently

hired PHMC to assess its fiscal operations and develop

recommendations to improve its overall fiscal efficiency.

To meet this request, PHMC reviewed key agency

documents and conducted interviews with fiscal and

administrative staff. In the short span of two months, PHMC:

1) created an enhanced agency contract summary to help

fiscal staff generate timely and accurate invoices, and 2)

modified fiscal roles and responsibilities to reflect

programmatic, funding, and technology changes. To date,

LSH has implemented over 70% of PHMC’s recommendations

and has successfully streamlined its fiscal operations.

Bia Vieira, LSH’s Executive Director, has been pleased with

the results of her work with PHMC. According to Vieira,

“PHMC’s recommendations have allowed us to set clear

fiscal and programmatic priorities and establish a roadmap

that will ensure the sustainability of Lutheran Settlement

House’s services for vulnerable families and communities.”

COFFEE TIP: FISCAL OPERATIONSCOFFEE TIP: FISCAL OPERATIONSCOFFEE TIP: FISCAL OPERATIONSCOFFEE TIP: FISCAL OPERATIONSCOFFEE TIP: FISCAL OPERATIONS

Non-profits need a standard mechanism to share new

contract information across the agency and to monitor   the

invoicing process for existing contracts.

PHMC suggests using a “Contract Summary Schedule” that

contains information such as: funding source; contract type

(fee for service, cost reimbursement, fixed price); contract

amount; contract period; invoicing rules (advance, match,

administrative rate maximum, billing schedule); CFDA

number (unique identifier generated by Federal funding

source); percentage of funding source breakdown (Federal,

State, City and other); department code (for general ledger

purposes); and agency and funding contacts.

A Contract Summary Schedule helps fiscal staff invoice all

agency funding sources in a timely, accurate and thorough

manner, creating positive cash flow for the agency and

maximizing its revenues. This schedule also provides

outside auditors with easy access to valuable information

that will help them conduct their audits in an efficient and

timely way.

TArgeted
Solutions

www.phmc.org/ta

NEW COLUMN: MANAGEMENT TAKE OUTNEW COLUMN: MANAGEMENT TAKE OUTNEW COLUMN: MANAGEMENT TAKE OUTNEW COLUMN: MANAGEMENT TAKE OUTNEW COLUMN: MANAGEMENT TAKE OUT
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In response to research that shows a need to target health programs towards Pennsylvania’s

growing number of elderly residents, the National Nursing Centers Consortium (NNCC) is

conducting a federal demonstration project to implement and evaluate health promotion and disease

prevention programs for seniors at six nurse-managed health care centers across Pennsylvania.

“Walk and Win” is an eight-week walking program designed to increase healthy behaviors for 180

people over 60 years old. It is being conducted at six nursing centers across Philadelphia, all of which

primarily serve high-rise senior housing complexes. The study will test if the wellness program helps

keep seniors from entering a nursing home.

“This program is so important because the more success we have in keeping seniors out of nursing

homes, the better quality of life we can give them and the fewer Medicaid dollars we’ll spend,” said

Tine Hansen-Turton, NNCC’s Executive Director and Vice President for Healthcare Access and Policy at

PHMC.

NNCC received a grant from the Health Resources Services Administration’s (HRSA) Division of

Nursing to run the 15-month project. The NNCC member centers participating in the project are: the

Duquesne University Wellness Center; the Older Adult Wellness Project (formerly affiliated with East

Stroudsburg University); the Messiah College Wellness Center; the Millersville University Wellness

Center; the Penn State Rural Nursing Center; and the Community College of Philadelphia.

For more information, contact Tine Hansen-Turton at 215.731.7140 or tine@nncc.us.



PHMC NEEDS YOUR HELP!PHMC NEEDS YOUR HELP!PHMC NEEDS YOUR HELP!PHMC NEEDS YOUR HELP!PHMC NEEDS YOUR HELP!
We’d like to hear your thoughts about PHMC. Please take this opportunity to help us better understand how you perceive our

organization by filling out this brief survey and faxing it to 215.985.2550 attn: Diane Renzulli or mailing it to Diane Renzulli,

PHMC, 260 South Broad Street, 18th Floor, Philadelphia, PA  19102.  If you would rather complete this survey online, you can go

to www.phmc.org/survey. Thank you for your help!

Please mark which describes you:

County of Residence:  ___ Philadelphia  ___ Bucks    ___ Montgomery    ___Delaware    __Chester   ___ Other: _______________

Please tell us the kind of organization you work for:

____ PHMC employee ___  PHMC affiliate employee ___ College/University

____ Government ___  Private Foundation (incl. United Way) ___ Hospital/Health System

____ Managed Care ___  Nonprofit service /research  org. ___ Health care professional

____ Pharmaceutical Company ___ Other (please describe): ___________________________________________

With what PHMC program(s) are you most familiar?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

What do you feel PHMC does well?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

What should PHMC be doing that it currently is not?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

How often do you hear information about PHMC?
1/week 2/month 1/month 1/quarter 1/year Never Other:__________________

How often do you want to hear information about PHMC?
1/week 2/month 1/month 1/quarter 1/year Never Other:__________________

How would you like news about PHMC to reach you? Circle any that apply:
Direct Mail Email Correspondence PHMC Newsletter (DIRECTIONS)
Media Stories Annual Report Special Events Other: ___________________________

If you could choose three words to describe PHMC, what would they be?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________


